LECTURE. Hydrogen fires.
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Introduction

Frequently, the term ‘safety’ is referred to as a ‘non-technical’ barrier to the emerging FCH technologies. However, there is a number of engineering challenges to be addressed before rolling out these technologies to the market. One of them is the reduction of hydrogen jet flame length from the current value of 10-15 m from FC vehicle on-board storage to allow the evacuation and rescue of passengers and their safeguarding by First Responders, when relevant [1]. Another important unresolved problem is to increase the fire resistance rating of on-board hydrogen storage tanks from 1-7 minutes (current value for type IV vessels) to allow the longer time for blow-down of tanks. This, in turn, would prevent severe damage of civil structures such as garages during accidental hydrogen release. Additionally, it would exclude even a chance of large hydrogen-air clouds formation inside the tunnels, which can lead to fatalities throughout the entire length of the tunnel in the case of fires. The higher fire resistance rating of hydrogen storage tanks would permit safe evacuation of civilians from an accident scene, providing life safety of passengers and First Responders [1].

First Responders, without a doubt, will have to deal with incidents or accidents involving hydrogen flames because hydrogen fire is a typical scenario of many accidents. Knowledge of the hydrogen flame length and related separation distances are of the key importance for First Responders. There will also be a thermal radiation from a fire, which can cause harm to humans and damage to structures, buildings, equipment, etc. at the distances beyond the flame length. A number of factors that affect the extent of a jet fire and the associated radiative heat flux, including hydrogen storage pressure and a leak size, will be discussed in the present lecture. Methods of hydrogen fire detection, the techniques of hydrogen fires mitigation and extinction are considered in this lecture as well.

Objectives of the lecture

By the end of this lecture a First Responder/a trainee will be able to:

- Distinguish between different types of hydrogen fires: from microflames to jet fires and fireballs
- Evaluate hydrogen flame lengths with the aid of nomograms, dimensional and dimensionless correlations
- Assess the average location of jet flame tip
- Predict the determination separation distances to protect people and structures
- Explain the effect of different factors on the flame length of jet fire: nozzle size and shape, jet attachment, buoyancy, barriers or walls
- Compare the flame lengths and heat fluxes of jet fires on hydrogen and other common fuels (CNG and LPG)
- Explain the pressure effects of hydrogen jet fires
- Identify the main hydrogen fires detection methods
- Recognise the mitigation techniques for hydrogen fires
- Implement the hydrogen fires extinction practices
- Appreciate the main safety challenges related to the current state of FCH technologies
Main terminology

In order to fully understand hydrogen fires and other related phenomena (such expanded and under-expanded jet flames, microflames, quenching and blow-off, surface effects on flame jet propagation, lift-off, blow-off and blow-out phenomena, thermal radiation, flame visibility, flame length and speed, impinging jet fires, etc.) it will be useful to learn a few definitions listed below. Please pay attention to the dimensionless numbers, which will be frequently used in the present and further lectures.

*Blow-down* is a process where the storage pressure decreases with time during a leak [1].

*Blow-off* is the flame extinguishment at a high velocity without a lift-off [2].

*Blow-out* is the flame extinguishment at high velocity with a lift-off [2].

*Blow-out limit* is a fuel flow velocity limit beyond which a lifted flame blows out [2].

*Deflagration* is the process following the weak ignition in a combustible mixture, which propagates at a subsonic speed into fresh, unburned mixture [3].

*Detonation* is the process, in which the combustion wave propagates with a supersonic velocity in the unreacted medium [3].

*Drop-back* is the reattachment to the nozzle of a lifted flame by a decrease of lift-off velocity [2].

*Effective diameter* is the jet diameter at the location where expansion down to 1 bar takes place, in an under-expanded jet [4].

*Expanded jet* is the jet with a pressure at the nozzle exit equal to atmospheric pressure [1].

*Fire-resistance rating* is a measure of time for which a passive fire protection system can withstand a standard fire resistance test [1].

*Flame lift-off* is the condition, in which the flame and a burner become separated.

*Flame speed* is the velocity of the flame with the respect to a fixed observer [3]

*Flammability range* is the range of concentrations between the lower and the upper flammability limits. The lower flammability limit (LFL) is the lowest concentration of a combustible substance in a gaseous oxidizer that will propagate a flame. The upper flammability limit (UFL) is the highest concentration of a combustible substance in a gaseous oxidizer that will propagate a flame [1].

*Flashpoint* is the lowest temperature, at which the fuel produces enough vapours to form a flammable mixture with air at its surface [1].

*Froude number* ($Fr$) is the dimensionless number equal to the ratio of inertial to gravity force (multiplied by the product of density by area $\rho A$). $Fr=U^2/gd$, where $U$ – velocity; $d$ – characteristic size; $g$ – acceleration due to gravity [1].

*Hazard* distance is a distance from the (source of) hazard to a determined (by physical or numerical modelling, or by a regulation) physical effect value (normally, thermal or pressure) that may lead to a harm condition (ranging from “no harm” to “max harm”) to people, equipment or environment (as...
Laminar burning velocity is the rate of flame propagation relative to the velocity of the unburned gas that is ahead of it, under stated conditions of composition, temperature, and pressure of the unburned gas [1].

Lift-off height is the height from the nozzle exit to the base of a lifted flame [2].

Lift-off velocity is the fuel flow velocity causing a flame to be detached from the nozzle [2].

Mach number \((M)\) is the dimensionless number equal to the ratio of the local flow velocity to the local speed of sound. \(M=U/C\), where \(U\) – velocity; \(C\) – speed of sound [1].

Maximum Allowable Working Pressure (MAWP) is the maximum pressure, to which any component or portion of the pressure system can be subjected over the entire range of design temperatures. This value is \(1.1 \times 1.25 \times \text{the service pressure} \) [5].

Normal Temperature and Pressure (NTP) conditions are: temperature 293.15 K and pressure 101.325 kPa [1].

Non-premixed flame (often called a diffusion flame) is the flame, in which the oxidiser and the fuel are not mixed prior to reaching a flame front. During combustion oxidiser combines with a fuel by diffusion. The flame speed is limited by the rate of diffusion.

Overpressure is the pressure in a blast wave above the atmospheric pressure, or the pressure within a containment structure that exceeds the maximum allowable working pressure of the containment structure [5].

Premixed flame is the flame, in which the oxidiser has been mixed with the fuel prior to the reaching the flame front. Combustion of premixed fuel and oxidiser forms a thin flame front due to the reactants being readily available.

Quenching gap is the spark gap between two flat parallel-plate electrodes at which ignition of combustible fuel-air mixtures is suppressed. The quenching gap is the passage gap dimension requirement to prevent propagation of an open flame through a flammable fuel-air mixture that fills the passage [1].

Reynolds number \((Re)\) is the dimensionless number that gives a measure of the ratio of inertial to viscous forces. \(Re=Ud/\mu\), where \(U\) – velocity; \(d\) – characteristic size; \(\rho\) – density; \(\mu\) – viscosity [1].

Separation (or safety) distance is a minimum distance, which separates “specific targets (e.g. people, structures or equipment) from the consequences of potential accidents related to the operation a hydrogen facility” [6].

Under-expanded jet is the jet with a pressure at the nozzle exit above the atmospheric pressure [1].

Visible flame length is the centreline distance from the tip of the nozzle to the flame end [2].
Types of hydrogen fires/flames
Hydrogen produces only water vapour during its combustion, but no smoke, with the exception when other flammable materials are also involved in the fire [7]. The adiabatic flame temperature of hydrogen is 2,403 K [8]. An obvious hazard resulting from this property is severe burns of persons directly exposed to hydrogen flames. Compared to hydrocarbon combustion, hydrogen flames radiate significantly less heat. Thus, a human physical feel of this heat does not occur until direct contact is made with the flame. A hydrogen fire may remain undetected and will propagate in spite of any direct monitoring by people in the areas where hydrogen can leak, spill or accumulate and form potentially combustible mixtures. The hazards associated with thermal radiation are smaller compared to hydrocarbon-based fuels. The danger, which may lead to severe burns, is in the poor visibility of hydrogen flame in daylight, when hydrogen flames are detectable through a direct contact [8].

Hydrogen may burn in different combustion modes, which include flash fire, jet fire, deflagration, detonation, etc. Hydrogen fires can range from microflames with the mass flow rate of $10^{-9}$ kg/s to the high mass flow rate flames (hundreds of kg/s). Hydrogen releases may burn as laminar diffusion or turbulent non-premixed flames depending on the Reynolds number (Re) at a leak exit. Flames can be buoyancy-controlled and momentum-dominated. Most of hazardous hydrogen releases will be in a momentum-dominated regime. The jet fires can be, depending on the leak exit conditions, subsonic (the Mach number $M<1$), sonic and highly under-expanded supersonic. In the scenarios, where a failure of storage tank is possible with the immediate release of hydrogen into the surrounding atmosphere large size fireballs (tens of meters) can be formed. The presence of obstacles, surfaces and enclosures affect the jet flame significantly. A special case is the fires involving liquefied hydrogen (LH$_2$). Currently, there is a little knowledge available on LH$_2$ fires. There is a knowledge gap with an indication that condensation and solidification of oxygen (from the atmosphere) in the case of LH$_2$ leak/spill at certain condition may lead to explosive mixtures.

Microflames

Hydrogen flames quenching
There is generally a limited range of flow rates, for which a flame can be established on a burner nozzle. Below this range, the flow is said to be below the *quenching limit* [1]. Quenching of any flame occurs when the heat losses from flame are comparable with the heat generated through combustion, and thus the chemical reactions cannot be sustained. Hydrogen flames are difficult to quench. For example, premixed hydrogen-air combustion can be aggravated by heavy sprays of water due to induced turbulence and the ability of mixture to burn around the droplets. Hydrogen has the lowest quenching distance compared to other flammable gases.

The *quenching distance* is the maximum distance between two parallel plates that will extinguish a flame passing between them. The quenching distance decreases with the increase of pressure and temperature. It also depends on the mixture composition [1]. The *quenching gap* is the spark gap between two flat parallel-plate electrodes, at which the ignition of combustible fuel-air mixtures is suppressed [1]. For the pre-mixed hydrogen-air mixtures two methods are often used:

- A circular tube, with the aid of which the quenching diameter is measured;
- A slot, through which the quenching distance is measured by referring to the width of the slot [10].
There is another term used to describe quenching of hydrogen flames: a blow-off limit corresponding to the flow rate reached, beyond which the flame blows off the nozzle [1]. Quenching and blow-off limits bound the leak flow rates that can support combustion.

The quenching and blow-off limits of different gases were measured by Kalghatgi [11], Matta et al. [12], Cheng et al. [13] for a variety of fuels including propane, methane and hydrogen on circular burners (Figure 1). As it follows from Figure 1 the quenching limits are nearly independent of diameter. Hydrogen has the lowest quenching limit and the highest blow-off limit.

![Figure 1. The quenching and blow-off limits for different fuels.](image)

These studies showed that hydrogen mass flow rate blow-off limits are higher than those for methane and propane. For a given leak size, there is a range of mass flow rates where hydrogen is able to support a stable flame but methane and propane would be blown off [1]. The topic of microflames (flow rate 1 mg/s) is discussed in detail in the lecture 'Hydrogen properties relevant to safety'. Butler et al. [14] studied the quenching limits for diffusion microflames controlled by the momentum. The quenching at such a small scale depends on the mass flow rate rather than the nozzle diameter. The experimental data defined the minimum mass flow rate needed for sustained ignition as 0.028 mg/s [14]. The diffusion flame below this value will be quenched. Figure 2 transposes the mass flow rate as a function of a burner diameter and upstream pressure, assuming choked flow, for three different fuels within a range of pressures. This graph confirms that quenching also depends on the pressure. Each line in Figure 2 begins at the minimum upstream pressure for choked flow and ends at the maximum pressure anticipated in FC vehicles. This plot predicts that for a given storage pressure, hydrogen is susceptible to leak flames for hole diameters that are smaller than those for methane or propane. Furthermore, at storage pressure of 69 MPa (690 bar) a hole with the diameter of just 0.4 µm is predicted to support a flame [1].
Leaky fittings

The compression fittings are often used for gases stored at high pressure. Figure 3 shows the measured mass flow rates for hydrogen, methane, and propane for a 6 mm leaky fitting in the vertical orientation [14]. The minimum flow rate necessary for sustained ignition is plotted versus pressure. For all three fuels limits are independent of pressure and hydrogen has the lowest values of quenching limits. Although hydrogen has the lowest mass flow rate necessary to sustain fittings micro-flames, propane has the lowest volumetric flow rate to sustain fittings micro-flames [3]. More details on leaky fitting can be found in [1].
Figure 4 shows images of flames from leaky fittings at quenching limits for hydrogen, methane and propane [15]. The top, middle and the bottom sets involve tube diameters of 3, 6 and 12 mm, respectively. Each fuel was flowing at the minimum flow rate needed to sustain flame.

**Figure 4.** The images of flames at the quenching limits for hydrogen, methane and propane [15].

**Hydrogen jet fires and flame length**

Hottel and Hawthorne et al [16, 17] concluded at their seminal study on expanded hydrogen flames that the flame length ($L_f$) is proportional to the nozzle diameter ($D$) only. The fuel gas flow rate was found to have no effect on the flame length as long as it is high enough to produce a fully developed turbulent flame (Figure 5).

**Figure 5.** Progression from laminar diffusion to fully developed turbulent non-premixed flames [17].
Figure 5 shows the change of the flame height with the increase in nozzle velocity during transition from laminar diffusion to fully developed turbulent non-premixed flame as observed by Hawthorne et al. [16]. In the beginning the increase of nozzle velocity leads to the increase of flame length for laminar flames. Then, at some velocity the laminar flame height reaches its maximum and starts to decline as the flame becomes turbulent at its tip first. The transition from vertical laminar diffusion flame to turbulent flame starts to occur at Reynolds number of around \( Re=2000 \) if the release of hydrogen into still air is considered.

It is not obvious that the conclusion made by Hawthorne et al. [16] on expanded jet fires regarding the independence of flame length on the nozzle velocity for turbulent jets can be extended to underexpanded jet fires. For instance, the turbulence and velocity fluctuation at the under-expanded jet axis downstream of the Mach disk is known to be quite high compared to sub-sonic flows [1]. This high level of turbulence in under-expanded jets has been confirmed recently by the application of the large eddy simulation (LES) technique by Brennan et al. [18] during processing the experimental data on large-scale hydrogen jet fires by Sandia National Laboratories.

Baev and Yasakov [19] theoretically showed that depending on the burner diameter \( D \) (Froude number \( Fr \)) there will be a characteristic peak in the function \( L_f = f(Re) \) mentioned by Hottel and Hawthorne [17], or there will be no peak for nozzles of the larger diameters (Figure 6).

\[
\frac{L_f}{D} = f(Re)
\]

Figure 6. The theoretical flame length to diameter ratio \( \frac{L_f}{D} \) as a function of Reynolds number \( Re \) for different nozzle diameters \( D \). The dotted horizontal line corresponds to a turbulent flame length limit \( L_t \) [19].

These theoretical predictions were confirmed by the experiments of Shevyakov and Komov [20] shown in Figure 7. The experimental dependence of \( L_f/D \) on \( Re \) up to \( Re=20,000 \) is presented for nine stainless steel tubular burners of diameter 1.45-5.17 mm. The burner length to diameter ratio was changing from 50 for smaller diameter burners to 10 for the largest one. The visual length of subsonic flames was measured in a darkened room. The hydrogen density of 0.0899 kg/m\(^3\) and the temperature of 273 K were assumed in the nozzle exit during the processing of Shevyakov and Komov data [20] in our studies.

The experimental dependence of \( L_f/D \) on \( Re \) for smaller diameter (below 6 mm) burners has a characteristic peak predicted theoretically by Baev and Yasakov [19]. This peak height is decreasing with the increase of burner diameter in the area of transition from laminar to turbulent flow \( (Re<2,300) \). Then \( L_f/D \) increases again with \( Re \) approaching a limit \( L_f/D=220-230 \) at high Reynolds
numbers. This experimental data is above a turbulent jet flame limit $L_i/D=190$ measured by Baev and Yasakov [19]. It is worth noting that for the same Reynolds number $L_i/D$ decreases with the diameter increase.

![Figure 7. The experimental flame length to diameter ratio ($L_i/D$) as a function of Reynolds number ($Re$) for different nozzle diameters, $D$, mm: 1 – 1.45; 2 – 1.9; 3 – 2.9; 4 – 4.0; 5 – 6.0; 6 – 10.75; 7 – 15.5; 8 – 21; 9 – 51.7 [20].](image)

Until recently all studies on hydrogen flames were limited to expanded jet flames or flames with high Reynolds number to conclude on functional dependence of jet flame length at Reynolds numbers characteristic for releases at pressures up to 100 MPa. While studies of Baev and Yasakov [19] and Shevyakov and Komov [20] answered the question on the existence of flame length peak during transition from laminar to turbulent flame, the question on the stabilisation or further increase of dimensionless flame length $L_i/D$ with Reynolds number is yet to be answered [21]. A chronological and detailed review of hydrogen jet flame research can be found in Molkov [1].

Kalghatgi [22] published the experimental data of more than 70 tests with nozzle diameters in the range of 1.08-10.1 mm, both with subsonic and sonic hydrogen jet flames. Two important conclusions can be drawn from this research. The conclusions are valid for both subsonic and sonic flows: 1) the flame length grows with the mass flow rate at a fixed pipe diameter $D$ ($D$-constant), and 2) the flame length grows with the diameter at fixed mass flow rate $\dot{m}$ ($\dot{m}$-constant). These conclusions put under doubt the generality of the statement by Hawthorne et al. [16] made by the analysis of expanded subsonic jets only, that jet flame length is proportional to nozzle diameter only and hydrogen flow rate is not a factor.

Dimensionless flame length correlations suggested by different authors are based on the use of the Froude number ($Fr$) only, in one form or another. Recently $Fr$-based correlations were expanded to high pressure hydrogen jet fires (under-expanded jets). The general idea of this technique is to correlate experimental data with the modified $Fr$ number that is built on so-called *notional or effective nozzle diameter* instead of real nozzle diameter. However, the size of the notional nozzle diameter and the velocity in the notional nozzle are dependent on the theory applied, including a number of simplifying assumptions. To include the under-expanded jet fires into the dimensionless correlation Schefer et al. [23] substituted actual nozzle diameter by effective (notional) nozzle diameter. In the subsequent study Schefer et al. [24] the effective diameter was taken in the form
$$D_{\text{eff}} = D (p_0 U_N / p_{\text{eff}} U_{\text{eff}})^{0.5}$$ (where “N” denotes actual nozzle exit parameters and “eff” effective (notional) nozzle parameter) and is accepted here to build a correlation presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8 demonstrates that flame length data is unacceptably scattered in the momentum-dominated area of the correlation with large Froude numbers, which are typical for leaks from high pressure hydrogen equipment. It is clear that the simplification of flame length correlations to functional dependence on Froude number only, i.e. with ignoring the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed dependence on Reynolds and Mach numbers, does not make it work well when under-expanded jets are included [1].

The dimensional correlation

Figure 9 demonstrates that the use of new similarity group $$(\dot{m} \cdot D)^{1/2}$$ has essentially improved the convergence of the flame length data by Kalghatgi [22] and data published by other researchers for both subsonic and sonic jets. Figure 9 consolidates, in coordinates flame length $L_F$ in m versus $$(\dot{m} \cdot D)^{1/2}$$ in (kg·m/s)$^{1/2}$, ninety five experimental data points on hydrogen jet flame length in a wide range of pressures up to 90 MPa and nozzle diameters 0.4-10.1 mm [1].

The experimental data obtained by different research groups are collapsed onto the same curve, with the best fit line in Figure 9 being described by the following dimensional equation:

$$L_F = 76 \cdot (\dot{m} \cdot D)^{0.347}, \quad (1)$$

where $D$ is the actual nozzle diameter, m; and $\dot{m}$ is the mass flow rate, kg/s. This equation requires knowledge of the actual leak diameter and the mass flow rate only. The mass flow rate can be calculated using any validated under-expanded jet theory. The advantage of this methodology is that it does not require substituting the actual nozzle diameter by the notional nozzle diameter. This excludes additional uncertainty in determination of parameters at notional nozzle exit related to
particular assumptions of an under-expanded theory applied. The correlation is validated against subsonic, sonic, and supersonic hydrogen jet flames [1].

\[ L_F = 116 \cdot (\dot{m} \cdot D)^{0.347}, \]  

that yields 50% longer flame length compared to the best fit line described by the equation (1). The correlations (1) and (2) give practically a linear dependence of the flame length on the nozzle diameter, \( L_F \sim D \). In contrast, the correlation shows a weaker dependence of the flame length on the density and the velocity in the nozzle, \( L_F \sim (\rho N \cdot U_N)^{1/3} \).

The predictive capability of the dimensional correlation in Figure 9 is quite good for high debit jet fires (20%), and yet it is only about 50% for smaller debit flames, where the characteristic peak in the dependence \( L_F/D = f(Re) \) for small diameters is one of possible reasons of the larger scattering in the experimental data. While the correlation is a convenient and reliable tool for hydrogen safety engineering at large mass flow rate leaks it is not shedding a light on the underlying the correlation physics, and it has a low predictive capability at smaller leaks [1].

Figure 10 presents a nomogram designed to simplify the use of the dimensional correlation (1). The graphical estimation of jet flame length using the nomogram requires only two parameters of a leak, e.g. storage pressure and the actual diameter of the leak, which are usually available and do not require any calculations [1].

Figure 9. The dimensional correlation for hydrogen jet flame length [1].
The nomogram on Figure 10 is derived from the best fit line of the dimensional flame length correlation shown in Figure 9. Please note that the conservative estimate of the flame length is 50% longer, and thus the value obtained from this nomogram should be multiplied by 1.5. The use of the nomogram for calculation of flame length is demonstrated in Figure 10 by thick lines with arrows. Firstly, an actual nozzle diameter of a leak, e.g. $D=3$ mm in this example, and a storage pressure, e.g. 35 MPa, are chosen. Secondly, a horizontal line is drawn from the diameter axis at point 3 mm to the right until it intersects with the pressure line denoted as 35 MPa. Thirdly, a vertical line is drawn from the intersection point upward until the second intersection with the only line available in coordinates $(L_F - (mD)^{1/2})$. Finally, to get a flame length a horizontal line is drawn from the second intersection to the left until the final intersection with the axis denoted “Hydrogen flame length $L_F$, m”. In the example considered, the leak of hydrogen at pressure 35 MPa through the orifice of 3 mm diameter will result in the flame length of 5 m. The conservative estimate of the flame length, as discussed above, is 50% longer, i.e. 7.5 m [1].
The special feature of this nomogram is an area of ‘No flame’, which is observed for nozzle diameters 0.1-0.2 mm when flame blew-off although the spouting pressure was as high as 40 MPa.

It should be noted that the nomogram does not account for conditions when flow losses in a leakage pathway cannot be ignored. In such cases, a straightforward use of the nomogram gives a conservative result. A more accurate prediction of the flame length in equipment with essential friction and minor losses can be obtained if a method is available allowing calculation of the density in the flame affected by the losses. The nomogram can be used for a quick estimate of the hydrogen jet flame length. However, the use of the novel dimensionless flame correlation is recommended for more accurate calculation of the flame length.

Most of previously described and reviewed by Molkov [1] studies on hydrogen jet flames were performed with the extended jets, with the exception of recent studies aiming to underpin safe introduction of hydrogen as a new energy carrier. The majority of leaks from high-pressure hydrogen equipment will be in the form of under-expanded jet (i.e. the jet with the pressure at the nozzle exit above the atmospheric pressure. This means that in order to predict accurately the parameters of hydrogen leaks at storage pressures above 10 MPa non-ideal behaviour of hydrogen should be taken into consideration.

As mentioned earlier, the earlier notional nozzle model was developed by Schefer et al. [24]. Molkov and Saffers [25] had applied an alternative theory of under-expanded jet, which under-expanded jet conceptual scheme is shown in Figure 11. The parameters with sub-script 1 correspond to high-pressure storage where the assumption of zero flow velocity is made. The flow parameters at the entrance to the leak channel (i.e. nozzle) are referred to by sub-script 2, and at the nozzle exit – by sub-script 3. It is assumed that the flow is choked at the nozzle/channel exit and therefore the exit velocity is equal to the speed of sound. The notional nozzle exit, where parameters correspond to a fully expanded jet (pressure is equal to ambient), is referred to by sub-script 4. It is assumed that at the notional nozzle the flow velocity is uniform and locally sonic. It is also assumed that there is no air entrainment to the jet through the notional nozzle boundary (between 3 and 4) [25].

![Figure 11. The under-expanded jet scheme [1].](image-url)

1- High pressure vessel
2- Nozzle entrance
3- Nozzle exit (= notional nozzle entrance)
Notional (effective) nozzle exit (3-4: no entrainment).
The pressures are:
P1 - Storage pressure
P2 - Atmospheric pressure (after jet expansion).

In some cases, there can be essential minor and friction losses in the flow pathway 2-3 that cannot be neglected, e.g. the case of very narrow crack.

The dimensionless correlation for hydrogen flame length
Practically all former flame length correlations are $Fr$-based and built on the experimental data for sub-sonic buoyant jet/plume fires with a limited number of momentum-controlled jet fires at moderate pressures. $Fr$-based “correlation” is lacking physical commonality when a large number of experimental data on under-expanded jet fires are included (all in the momentum-dominated regime) [1]. Theoretical and experimental results indicate that the flame length has to be a function of not only the Froude number ($Fr$) but also the Reynolds ($Re$) number and the Mach ($M$) number [1]. The dimensional correlations similar to those depicted in Figure 9 are convenient engineering tools, yet they do not make a distinction between different jet fire regimes. This section of the lecture aims to advance the understanding of hydrogen jet flame behaviour. A dimensionless correlation for non-premixed flames that will differentiate between traditional buoyancy-controlled and momentum-dominated jet flames, as well as between expanded and under-expanded jet fires will be discussed below.

The dimensional correlation (1) can be approximated as $L_f \propto (\dot{m}D)^{1/3}$. The mass flow rate is by definition $\dot{m} \propto D^2$. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn after substitution of $\dot{m} \propto D^2$ into the above relationship for $L_f$ that the dimensionless flame length, $L_f/D$, does not depend explicitly on the diameter, $D$. This is a basic hypothesis behind the development of a novel dimensionless correlation for the jet flame length, which is supported by the experimental data analysis. The only dependence of the dimensionless flame length, $L_f/D$, is then on the “residual” parameters in the mass flow rate, i.e. density $\rho_N$ and velocity $U_N$ at the nozzle exit, which are assumed uniform for the simplicity [25].

The density and velocity can be normalized as $\rho_N/\rho_S$ and $U_N/C_N$ respectively, where $C_N$ is the speed of sound at conditions of gas in the nozzle and $\rho_S$ is the density of the surrounding gas (air). In assumption of the kinetic energy flux in the nozzle exit to be a conserved scalar of the process a relation between the density and the velocity in the dimensional group can be suggested as $(\rho_N/\rho_S)(U_N/C_N)^3$.

Figure 12 presents a novel dimensionless hydrogen flame length correlation. In this correlation the experimental data on flame length are normalized by the actual (not notional) nozzle diameter, and are correlated with the product of the dimensionless density ratio $\rho_N/\rho_S$ and the Mach number (ratio of the flow velocity to the speed of sound at the actual nozzle exit) to the power of three $M^3=(U_N/C_N)^3$. 

4- Notional (effective) nozzle exit (3-4: no entrainment).
The pressures are:
P1 - Storage pressure
P2 - Atmospheric pressure (after jet expansion).
Figure 12. The dimensionless correlation for hydrogen jet flames (in formulas “X” denotes the similarity group \((\rho_N/\rho_S) \cdot (U_N/C_N)^3\)).

One of the advantages of this correlation is the absence of parameters at the notional nozzle exit. The parameters needed to predict the flame length are those at the actual nozzle exit only: diameter, hydrogen density and flow velocity, the speed of sound at pressure and temperature at the nozzle exit. There is lesser uncertainty in calculation of flow parameters in the actual nozzle exit compared to uncertainties at the notional nozzle. Indeed, it is well known that there is a strong non-uniformity of velocity immediately downstream of the Mach disk that deviates from the common for all under-expanded jet theories assumption of uniform velocity at the notional nozzle exit. By this fact, the developed methodology excludes from consideration the questionable issue of use of flow parameters at the notional nozzle exit [1].

The correlation covers the whole spectrum of hydrogen reacting leaks, including laminar and turbulent flames, buoyancy- and momentum-controlled fires, expanded (subsonic and sonic) and under-expanded (sonic and supersonic) jet flames in the range of leak source pressures from 0.1 to 90 MPa and leak diameters from 0.4 to 51.7 mm.

The dimensionless group derived for correlating the dimensionless flame length can be rewritten in terms of \(Re\) and \(Fr\) numbers as follows:

\[
\frac{\rho_N}{\rho_S} \cdot \left(\frac{U_N}{C_N}\right)^3 = \frac{g \cdot \mu_N}{\rho_S \cdot C_N^3} \cdot Re \cdot Fr,
\]

(3)
where the viscosity was calculated as \( \mu_N = \mu_{293} \cdot ((293 + K_{Suth}) / (T_N + K_{Suth})) \cdot (T_N / 293)^{3/2} \) (Sutherland constant for hydrogen was taken as \( K_{Suth} = 72 \) K and the dynamic viscosity as \( \mu_{293} = 8.76 \cdot 10^{-6} \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s} \)), and \( Re \) and \( Fr \) are determined by parameters of hydrogen flow in the actual nozzle exit from the following equations:

\[
Re = \frac{\rho_N \cdot d_N \cdot U_N}{\mu_N}, \tag{4}
\]

\[
Fr = \frac{U_N^2}{g \cdot d_N}. \tag{5}
\]

The form of the dimensionless group in the left hand side of the equation (3) suggests that for subsonic flows, when Mach number \( M < 1 \) and the density ratio \( \rho_N / \rho_S \) is a constant for expanded jets (in assumption of constant temperature in the nozzle), the dimensionless flame length depends on the nozzle Mach number only. For choked flows in the nozzle exit (\( M = 1 \)) the dimensionless flame length depends only on the hydrogen density in the nozzle exit \( \rho_N \). The density increases with the increase of storage pressure and the decrease of hydrogen temperature.

The form of the right hand side of the equation (3) indicates that at a constant temperature of hydrogen in the nozzle exit (that provides the constancy of the speed of sound \( C_N \)) the dimensionless flame length depends on both \( Fr \) and \( Re \) numbers. This is contrary to the former correlations built on \( Fr \) number only.

There are three distinct parts in the novel dimensionless correlation in Figure 12 (from the left to the right): traditional buoyancy-controlled, traditional momentum-dominated “plateau” (expanded jets), and a new momentum-dominated under-expanded jet fire “slope”. These three parts can be approximated by the following equations (conservative curves) respectively:

\[
L_F / D = 1403 \cdot X^{0.196}, \quad \text{for} \quad X = \frac{\rho_N}{\rho_S} \left( \frac{U_N}{C_N} \right)^3 < 0.0001;
\]

\[
L_F / D = 230, \quad \text{for} \quad 0.0001 < X = \frac{\rho_N}{\rho_S} \left( \frac{U_N}{C_N} \right)^3 < 0.07;
\]

\[
L_F / D = 805 \cdot X^{0.47}, \quad \text{for} \quad X = \frac{\rho_N}{\rho_S} \left( \frac{U_N}{C_N} \right)^3 > 0.07. \tag{6}
\]

There is a saturation of \( L_F / D \) for expanded jet fires as the flow velocity in the actual nozzle exit is approaching the speed of sound. The value of this saturation limit \( L_F / D = 230 \) reproduces results of a number of previous studies with expanded jets, though in the new coordinates. However, there is no saturation of the dimensionless flame length for choked under-expanded jet flames. Reported in recent under-expanded jet fire experiments Proust et al. [26] values up to \( L_F / D = 3000 \) are significantly higher compared to the limit \( L_F / D = 230 \) for expanded jets.
The shape of the correlation in Figure 12 has a physical meaning based on the knowledge of jet flame behaviour. For example, the dimensionless flame length, $L_f/D$, increases for laminar and transitional flames (usually identified as “buoyancy-controlled” regime, low $Re$), then it is practically constant for transitional and fully developed turbulent expanded flames (traditionally named as “momentum-dominated” regime, moderate $Re$), and it increases again for under-expanded jets (momentum-controlled under-expanded jet regime, high $Re$). The growth of dimensionless flame length in the under-expanded regime is due to the fact that the dimensionless flame length is defined through the actual nozzle exit diameter, which is a constant, while in reality the under-expanded jet expands to atmospheric pressure at the notional nozzle exit which increases with the increase of density in the nozzle [1].

Figure 13 demonstrates changes of dimensionless numbers $Re$, $Fr$, $M$, for the experiments used for the development of the dimensionless correlation, as a function of the similarity group $(\rho_n/\rho_s)(U_n/C_n)^3$. The analysis of $Re$, $Fr$, $M$ functional dependence on the similarity group shows that for under-expanded jets the dimensionless flame length growth depends practically on $Re$ only. Indeed, the nozzle flow for under-expanded jets is choked, i.e. local $M=1$, and the nozzle $Fr$ number is practically constant also (the scattering of $Fr$ is due to the difference in nozzle diameters of about one order of magnitude).

There are five dashed lines in Figure 13. Line $Re=2000$ indicates the start of transition from laminar to turbulent nozzle flow. Close to (or immediately above) this line there are experimental points representing laminar jet flames and jet flames in the transitional regime. Horizontal line $M=1$ indicates a choked flow limit. Subsonic expanded jets have $M<1$ and sonic and supersonic (the last is relevant to notional nozzle flows only) under-expanded jets have $M=1$ in the nozzle exit. There is some scattering of data around $M=1$ due to measurements and data processing errors. Horizontal line
Fr=10^6 is an approximate division between buoyancy-controlled (Fr<10^6) and momentum-dominated (Fr>10^6) jets established previously for expanded jets. A vertical line at a value of the similarity group ($\rho_N/\rho_S$)(U_N/C_N)3=0.0001 conditionally separates buoyant jet fires (to the left from the line) and momentum jet fires (to the right from the line). Finally, a vertical line denoted $M=1$ divides subsonic (to the left) and sonic or choked in the nozzle exit jets (to the right) [1].

In log-log coordinates in Figure 13 the Fr number increases linearly with the similarity group ($\rho_N/\rho_S$)(U_N/C_N)3 for expanded jet fires. There is practically no change of Fr for under-expanded jets in this new system of coordinates (scattering is mainly due to difference in nozzle sizes). There is a slight growth of Re with the similarity group for buoyant jets, moderate increase in traditional momentum-dominated area, and comparatively steep growth of Re number in the area of under-expanded jet fires that are all momentum-dominated [1].

**How to determine the flame length?**

The information discussed below will provide the guidance on how to evaluate the flame length based on the dimensionless correlation (Figure 12).

In Figure 12, Y axis corresponds to the ratio, $L_f/D$, where $L_f$ is the flame length (in m), D is the nozzle diameter (in m); X axis corresponds to ($\rho_N/\rho_S$)(U_N/C_N)3, where $\rho_N$ is the density of hydrogen at the nozzle exit, which can be found in the same way as with similarity law for unignited jets (see the Lecture on Unignited hydrogen releases). It is equal to 0.0838 kg/m^3 at NTP for sub-sonic and expanded sonic jets. If the jet is under-expanded then the density is calculated by the under-expanded jet theory developed by UU. $\rho_S$ is the density of the surroundings (air), which equals to 1.205 kg/m^3. $C_N$ is the speed of sound in hydrogen at the nozzle exit, which can be calculated using the equation (7):

$$C = \sqrt{\frac{\gamma}{\rho}} = \sqrt{\frac{RT}{M}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$U_N$ is the velocity of the hydrogen at the jet exit. $U_N = C_N$ for sonic and supersonic jets, for sub-sonic jets the velocity is calculated as:

$$U_N = \sqrt{\frac{2 \Delta P}{\rho}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

**The jet flame tip location**

The experimental data demonstrated that the longest, and thus the most hazardous, flames are associated with under-expanded jets [1]. This is important to underline that all experimental data on the under-expanded jet fires are in the momentum-dominated regime (high value of Froude number Fr). This is due to high velocity of chocked flows and comparatively small diameters of piping for equipment working at pressures up to 100 MPa. The similarity law for axial concentration decay in round unignited expanded and under-expanded momentum-dominated jets discussed in the Lecture on Unignited hydrogen release is shown in the equation (9):

$$C_{ax}^m = 5.4 \sqrt{\frac{\rho_N}{\rho_S}} \frac{D}{x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9),
where $C_{ax}^{m}$ is the axial mass fraction of hydrogen in the jet at the distance $x$ from the nozzle, $ho_s$ is the density of the surrounding gas, i.e. air ($1.205$ kg/m$^3$ at NTP), $D$ is the real nozzle diameter exit, $ho_N$ is hydrogen density in the nozzle exit.

The similarity law allows deriving a functional dependence $x/D=f(p)$ between the dimensionless distance from the leak source $x/D$ and the storage pressure $p$ (that is unambiguously related with the density at the nozzle exit, $\rho_N$) for any particular mass fraction of hydrogen on the jet axis, $C_{ax}$ [1].

Figure 14 presents a correlation between the location of hydrogen jet flame tip (i.e. flame length) and the location of hydrogen concentration in unignited jet originating from the same leak source. The points in Figure 14 represent the dimensionless experimental flame length, $L_F/D$. The diagonal curves in the graph correspond to the dimensionless distance $x/D$ to the location of particular axial hydrogen concentration, $C_{ax}$, as a function of the density in the nozzle exit, $\rho_N$, (recalculated to the storage pressure, $p$ in atmospheres, in Figure 14) and calculated using the similarity law (9).

![Figure 14. The correlation between the dimensionless flame length, $L_F/D$, and the distance to a particular concentration in a non-reacting jet, $x/D$, from the same leak source for different storage pressures, $p$.](chart.png)

The conclusion can be drawn from Figure 14 that for momentum-controlled round jet fires the flame tip is located where the axial concentration of hydrogen in an unignited jet, from the same leak source, is in the interval between 8 vol. % and 16 vol. %, depending on experimental conditions. The best fit line of 70 experimental points for hydrogen flame length of momentum-dominated jet fires is close to 11 vol. % of hydrogen in air in an unignited jet. These concentrations (8% to 16%) are far below the stoichiometric concentration of 29.5 vol. % of hydrogen in air. The distances to these concentrations from the nozzle are longer by 2.2 times (16%) to 4.7 times (8%) than the distance to the axial
concentration of 29.5% (stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture). This obviously could have serious safety and economic implications [1].

The nomogram developed originally for unignited releases, e.g. the hazard distance to the concentration in unignited jet 4 vol. % can be applied now to graphically evaluate the flame length (Figure 15). This is due to the knowledge that flame tip location is in the place where the concentration in unignited jet from the same source decays to 8-16 vol. % of hydrogen with the average flame length located where unignited release concentration decays to 11 vol. % [21].

![Nomogram for graphical evaluation of the flame length by concentration decay in unignited jet from the same source to 11 vol. %](image)

Figure 15. The nomogram for graphical evaluation of the flame length by concentration decay in unignited jet from the same source to 11 vol. %.

The example with 11 vol. % of hydrogen (red arrowed lines in Figure 15) shows that the average flame length for 1 mm diameter leak from storage at pressure of 70 MPa and temperature of 300 K would give flame length of about 2.7 m [21].

**Hazard distances from hydrogen jet fire**

The knowledge of the flame length is important for the assessment of the hazard and separation distances.
As per draft ISO TC197 definition, hazard distance is a distance from the (source of) hazard to a determined (by physical or numerical modelling, or by a regulation) physical effect value (normally, thermal or pressure) that may lead to a harm condition (ranging from “no harm” to “max harm”) to people, equipment or environment.

The separation distance (SD) is also known as a safety distance or setback distance is a subject of international debate.

According to LaChance (2009) SD is “a minimum distance, which separates specific targets (e.g. people, structures or equipment) from the consequences of potential accidents related to the operation a hydrogen facility” [27].

European Industrial Gases Association [28] defines SD as “a minimum separation between a hazard source and an object (human, equipment or environment) which will mitigate the effect of a likely foreseeable incident and prevent a minor incident escalating into a larger incident”.

The following factors affect the SDs:
- the nature of the hazard,
- the operating conditions and the design of the analysed equipment/facility,
- the type of target/object (people, structures, equipment)
- the environment between the latter and the source of hazard. In this way, the harm potential for people or structures can be evaluated and compared with the harm criteria.

Different engineering tools to calculate hydrogen jet flame length are developed and described above. They include the dimensional and dimensionless correlations for the jet flame length, as well as the methodology to calculate hydrogen axial concentration decay to 11 vol. % in an unignited jet to evaluate the flame tip location (flame length). However, the question about separation distances from a leak source based on a comparative analysis of hazards from unignited jet and jet fire is not yet finalised [1].

Before calculating the hazard distance, it is necessary to consider what you would like to protect against. In the case of free fires this would be the temperature and the heat flux (in the case of enclosure fires - asphyxiation and overpressure may also be relevant). For people direct flame contact as a result of a jet fire is generally assumed to result in third degree burns. For people not in the flame, there is still potential for exposure to high radiation heat fluxes.

Harm criteria for people can be expressed in terms of injury or death [27]. It is possible to use a “no harm” criterion, which limits the level of acceptable consequences, to a low enough level that no injury would occur. Temperature 70 °C is taken as “no harm” criterion in this study. The exposures to flames, hot air or radiant heat fluxes can result in first, second, or third degree burns. The resulting level of harm is dependent upon several factors: the amount and location of exposed skin, the person’s age, the exposure time, the speed and type of medical treatment, etc. [1].

British standard [29] recommends 115 °C as a threshold for pain from an elevated air temperature for an exposure that lasts longer than 5 minutes. This is in line with the previously published classification by DNV [30] of elevated temperature effects on occupants: below 70 °C, no fatal issue in a closed space except uncomfortable situation; between 70°C and 150°C, the impact is dominated by difficulties to breath; above 150°C, skin burns occur in less than 5 minutes and this is a limiting
Temperature for escape [30]. Time to incapacitation in minutes as a function of air temperature (°C) can be estimated by the following equations recommended by DNV [30] and BSI [31], respectively:

\[
t_{\text{inc}} = 5.33 \times 10^8 \times T_{\text{air}}^{-3.66}, \tag{10}
\]
\[
t_{\text{inc}} = 5 \times 10^7 \times T_{\text{air}}^{-3.4}. \tag{11}
\]

For temperature 115 °C the equation (10) gives the incapacitation time 5 minutes of exposure and the equation (11) gives 15 minutes. Temperature 115 °C is assumed here as the acceptance criteria for pain limit in hot air when considering an escape from an elevated temperature gas flow generated by a hydrogen jet fire. More details on physiological response of humans to air at elevated temperature are discussed in the Lecture on Harm criteria.

Figure 16 shows measured axial temperature of hydrogen flame [27, 32, 33] as a function of distance from the nozzle, \(x\), normalised by the flame length, \(L_F\). Three accepted here criteria are presented by horizontal lines: 70 °C - “no harm” limit; 115 °C - pain limit for 5 min exposure; 309 °C - third degree burns for a 20 s exposure (“death” limit). A comparison between the axial temperature profile and named criteria provides the hazard distances: \(x = 3.5L_F\) for “no harm” separation (70 °C), \(x = 3L_F\) for pain limit (115 °C, 5 min), \(x = 2L_F\) for third degree burns (309 °C, 20 s).

![Figure 16. Measured axial temperature as a function of distance expressed in flame calibres, and three criteria for jet fire effects (horizontal lines).](image)

A comparison of three hazard distances for momentum-controlled jet fire and a hazard distance for momentum-dominated unignited release (distance to the lower flammability limit, LFL, of 4 vol. % of hydrogen in air) for the same leak source was carried out. It is demonstrated above that the statistically averaged flame length is equal to the distance from the nozzle to an axial location where hydrogen concentration decays to 11 vol. % in unignited jet (data are scattered from 8 to 16 vol. %).

The similarity law (9) for concentration decay in unignited momentum-controlled jets requires the use of hydrogen mass fraction and not volumetric fraction as mistakenly applied in some published work.
The mass fraction ($C_M$) can be calculated by the volumetric (mole) fraction ($C_V$) by equation 
\[ \frac{1}{C_M} = 1 + (1/C_V - 1)M_s/M_N, \]
where $M_s$ and $M_N$ are the molecular mass of surrounding gas and nozzle gas respectively. For air composition of 21 vol. % of oxygen and 79 vol. % of nitrogen the mass fraction of hydrogen $C_{ao} = 0.002881$ corresponds to 4 vol. % of hydrogen in air, 0.008498 corresponds to 11 vol. % of hydrogen ($C_{aw} = 0.005994$ – to 8 vol. %, $C_{aw} = 0.013037$ – to 16 vol. %), and mass fraction of hydrogen in stoichiometric mixture (29.5 H$_2$ vol. %) is $C_{aw} = 0.0282$ [1].

The ratio of distances from the nozzle to axial concentration 11 H$_2$ vol. % (correct flame tip location) and to 29.5 H$_2$ vol. % (incorrect location of the flame tip suggested in some studies) can be estimated by dividing the similarity laws (9) for these two concentrations by each other (in assumption that the similarity law is applicable up to concentrations as high as stoichiometric), i.e. 
\[ \frac{x_{11\%}}{x_{29.5\%}} = \frac{C_{aw}(29.5\%)}{C_{aw}(11\%)} = \frac{0.0282}{0.008498} = 3.3. \]
This increases calculated flame length by an order of magnitude compared to that based on the previous incorrect knowledge (attributing flame length tip location to location of 29.5 H$_2$ vol. % in unignited jet from the same source) [1].

The ratio of distances to LFL of 4 vol. % and to the averaged flame tip location of 11 vol. % is (it has to be stressed that flame length is not equal to hazard distance from the flame source):
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=29.5C}} = \frac{x_{4\%}}{3.5 \cdot x_{11\%}} = 2.95/3.5 = 0.84, \]
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=115C}} = 2.95/3 = 0.98, \]
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=309C}} = 2.95/2 = 1.48. \]

However, in the conservative case of the flame tip location at the concentration of 8 H$_2$ vol. % in unignited jet, these three ratios will change to the following values respectively:
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=29.5C}} = \frac{x_{4\%}}{3.5 \cdot x_{8\%}} = 0.005994/0.002881 = 3.5 = 0.59; \]
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=115C(8\%)}} = 2.08/3 = 0.69; \]
\[ \frac{x_{4\%}}{x_{T=309C(8\%)}} = 2.08/2 = 1.04. \]

As a result, an “unexpected” conclusion can be drawn from the performed analysis that in the conservative case all three hazard distances for reacting release (jet fire) are either longer or equal to the hazard distance based on the LFL (unignited release). In particular, the hazard distance from a hydrogen leak source to a location with axial concentration equal to the LFL, e.g. to prevent ingress of flammable mixture into a ventilation system of a building, is practically equal to the “death” separation distance for reacting release (exposure to 309 °C during 20 s). Two other SDs for jet fires (“no harm” and “pain” limits) are longer than the hazard distance to LFL (unignited release) [1].

The revealed “longest” location of the hydrogen jet flame tip at axial distances from the nozzle corresponding to 8 vol. % of hydrogen in unignited jet is a physically sound result. Indeed, this value is within the measurements and theoretical assumptions error to the LFL for downward and spherically propagating premixed hydrogen-air flames of 8.5-9.5 vol. %. Thus, any combustion beyond
this distance (at smaller concentrations) is “detached” from the area of “continuous” vertical flame [1].

Radial separation distance from hydrogen jet fire requires an analysis of radiative heat transfer rather than flow temperature. Relevant information can be found elsewhere [24].

The effect of jet attachment on flame length
It is known from fire safety science that the flame length of fire increases when the fire source is attached to a wall. The effect is even stronger if the same fire is placed in a corner. The phenomenon is explained by the change in the air entrainment rate. Royle and Willoughby [34] measured the increase of the flame length due to the jet attachment to the ground. The flame length of free unattached horizontal jet from storage at 20.5 MPa through a nozzle located 1.2 m above the ground depends on the nozzle diameter (Table 1).

Table 1. The effect of jet attachment to the ground on its flame length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orifice diameter, mm</th>
<th>Flame length, m Attached jets (nozzle 0.11 m above the ground)</th>
<th>Flame length, m Unattached jets (nozzle 1.2 m above the ground)</th>
<th>Flame length increase, times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>x1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>x1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>x1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For attached jet from the nozzle located only 0.11 m above the ground the flame length increases as follows by: 1.83 for nozzle diameter 1.5 mm, 1.50 - nozzle diameter 3.2 mm, 1.22 - nozzle diameter 6.4 mm, and 1.18 nozzle diameter 9.5 mm. The effect of nozzle location above ground on its length growth decreases with the increase of the nozzle diameter.

The effect of nozzle size and shape on flame length
Mogi and Horiguchi [35] studied hydrogen jet flames for spouting pressure 35 MPa and different nozzles diameters, see Figure 17. Five times increase of nozzle diameter from 0.4 mm to 2.0 mm resulted in increase of flame length by five times too - from 1 m to 5 m. This is in line with demonstrated previously dimensionless correlation (6) graphically shown Figure 12: for any given dimensionless ratio \( L_f/D \) increase of nozzle diameter \( D \) will result in proportional increase of flame length \( L_f \).

Mogi and Horiguchi [35] also have carried a series of experiments, at release pressure of 40 MPa, studying effect of the nozzle shape on hydrogen flame length and width. Three nozzles of the same cross-section area were tested: the round nozzle 1 mm in diameter, the plane nozzle with size \( LxW=2x0.4 \) mm (aspect ratio (AR)=5), the plane nozzle of \( LxW=3.2x0.25 \) mm (AR=12.8). All three nozzles had the same cross section area. Figure 18 shows nozzles images (left), pictures of side view of hydrogen flame from each of three nozzles (centre), and front view of these jet flames (right). The
round nozzle flame shape is axisymmetric as in many other experiments. The reacting flow is in the momentum-dominated regime as the effect of buoyancy is not pronounced. However, flames from plane nozzles are flattened in the direction perpendicular to the major axis due to the so called “switch-of-axis” phenomenon [36].

Figure 17. The effect of nozzle diameter on flame length (pressure 35 MPa) [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Side view</th>
<th>Front view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Nozzle" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Side View" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Front View" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d = 0.001,\text{m}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.0004 \times 0.002,\text{m}$ $(AF = 5)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.00025 \times 0.0032,\text{m}$ $(AF = 12.6)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18. Photographs of three nozzles shape (left), side view of hydrogen flame (centre), and front view of hydrogen flame (right) for release pressure of 40 MPa and different nozzle shapes [35].
The measured flame lengths and widths are presented in Figure 19 [35]. Within tested range of pressures and nozzle sizes the flame length decreased with increase of aspect ratio: for AR=5 the flame length is approximately twice less compared to the flame from round nozzle, and for AR=12.8 the flame length is about 2.5 times less. In the same time the maximum flame width for plane nozzles was approximately twice of that for the round nozzle.

![Figure 19. Flame length (left) and flame width (right) for three different nozzles of the same cross-section area: round nozzle of 1 mm diameter, plane nozzle with aspect ratio AR=5, plane nozzle with AR=12.8 [35].](image)

The effect of buoyancy on deterministic separation distances
It is also important to know whether a leak is originally momentum- or buoyancy-controlled, or at what axial concentration the flow regime changes from momentum to buoyant part for the same jet. Buoyant jets (lower velocities) are always shorter compared to momentum-dominated jets (high velocities) from the same size nozzle. The simple technique used to distinguish between momentum and buoyancy-controlled flow is based in the work of Shevyakov et al. [38] described in detail in the Lecture ‘Unignited hydrogen releases’.

The effect of barriers
To reduce the hydrogen flame length, the barriers are often considered as a mitigation measure. However, there is a cost for the reduction of flame length by barriers. For example, in case of vertical 90° barrier the deflagration overpressure peak after delayed ignition (0.8 s) of the turbulent jet from 9.5 mm nozzle at storage pressure 20.5 MPa increases from 16.5 kPa for free jet to 42 kPa [34, 38].

Figure 20 shows a sequence of snapshots (from top to bottom) after the delayed ignition of hydrogen jet impinging a 90° barrier. Before the jet flame reaches the quasi-steady state conditions (bottom snapshot) there is a deflagrative combustion of the non-uniform mixture in the confined space between the barrier and ground (see top and middle snapshots). The inclined to 60° barrier increases overpressure further to 57 kPa. Figure 21 shows two snapshots after the delayed ignition of hydrogen jet impinging a 60° barrier.
Figure 20. The delayed (0.8 s) ignition of hydrogen jet (20.5 MPa pressure storage, 9.5 mm diameter nozzle) impinging a 90 degree barrier: deflagration stage (top and middle snapshot), steady-state impinging jet fire stage (bottom snapshot), HSL test [38].

Figure 21. The delayed (0.8 s) ignition of hydrogen jet (20.5 MPa pressure storage, 9.5 mm diameter nozzle) impinging a 60° barrier: deflagration stage (top snapshot), steady-state impinging jet fire stage (bottom snapshot), HSL test [38].

**Radiation heat fluxes from jet fires**

Hydrogen burns in a clean atmosphere with an invisible flame. It has a somewhat higher adiabatic premixed flame temperature for a stoichiometric mixture in air of 2,403 K compared to other fuels. This temperature can be a reason for serious injury at an accident scene, especially at clean laboratory
environment where the hydrogen flame is practically invisible. However, hydrogen combustion and hot currents will cause changes in the surroundings that can be used to detect the flame. Although the non-luminous hydrogen flame makes visual detection difficult, there is a strong effect of heat and turbulence on the surrounding atmosphere and raising plume of hot combustion products. These changes are called the **signature of the fire**.

The following section is based on recent work performed at Ulster in HySAFER centre [7]. Before discussing radiative heat flux it is worth noting that a hydrogen flame emits minimal infrared radiation and virtually no visible radiation. As discussed in the previous Lecture, due to the absence of CO\textsubscript{2} radiation bands and the strong absorption by ambient water vapour, the ratio of visible to infrared hydrogen jet flames is 0.88 and the ratio of ultraviolet to infrared flame length is 0.78 [39]. Nevertheless, convective and radiative heat fluxes still remain important and must be assessed for the protection of life, property and the environment.

Molina et al. [40] and Schefer et al. [23] developed a model to predict the heat fluxes at any radial ($r$) and axial ($x$) position from under-expanded jet fires (see Figure 22) [40].

![](image)

Figure 22. A coordinate system for turbulent jet flame [40].

The use of nominal values nevertheless under-predicts experimental radiative heat flux. To determine radiant heat flux, the following steps have to be followed. It is first necessary to calculate the air density in the flame using the following equation:

$$\rho_f = \frac{P_{amb} M_{sto}}{R T_{ad}}$$

where $\rho_f$ is the air density in the flame (kg/m$^3$), $P_{amb}$ is the ambient pressure, $M_{sto}$ is the mean molecular weight of the stoichiometric products of hydrogen combustion in air (24.54 kg/kmol), $R$ is the universal gas constant (8314.47 kJ/kmol·K), and $T_{ad}$ is the adiabatic flame temperature of hydrogen in air. The flame length, width and density are then used in the equation (13) to determine the flame residence time

$$\tau_f = \frac{\rho_f W_f^2 L_f}{3 \rho_{nozz} d_{nozz} U_{nozz}}$$

where $\tau$ is the residence time (s), $W_f$ is the flame width (assume ratio to length is 0.17), $L_f$ is the flame length, $f_s$ is the mass fraction of fuel at stoichiometric conditions (0.0283), $\rho_{nozz}$ is the density of flow in the nozzle, $d_{nozz}$ is the jet discharge diameter and $U_{nozz}$ is the velocity of flow in the nozzle.
Once the flame residence time is known then it is possible to extract the radiant fraction, $X_{\text{rad}}$, from a figure given by Schefer et al. [23] reproduced in Figure 23 where $X_{\text{rad}}$ is the fraction of total chemical heat release that is radiated to the surroundings. It should be noted that for a small flame, the approach suggested by Schefer et al. could not be used because $L$ is small and then the radiant fraction is negative.

The radiant fraction is then implemented in the equation (14) to extract $S_{\text{rad}}$, the total emitted radiative power:

$$S_{\text{rad}} = X_{\text{rad}} \dot{m}_{\text{nozz}} \Delta H_c,$$

where $S_{\text{rad}}$ is the total emitted radiative power (W), $\dot{m}_{\text{nozz}}$ is the mass flow rate at the nozzle and $\Delta H_c$ is the heat of combustion of hydrogen. The coordinates $x$ and $r$ can be chosen in two ways:

- **Option 1:** The coordinates can be chosen. In that case they can correspond to the location of possible targets of a jet fire: occupants, building, escape routes, other source of potential hazards like storage of flammable or toxic substance, etc. When coordinates are chosen, the first step is to calculate $L_f$. Then, it is easy to calculate the non-dimensional radiant power $C^*$ using the desired value of $x$ (m), the position on the jet axis from the nozzle. This can be done using the Figure 24. Finally, by setting the $r$ value, $q_{\text{rad}}(x,r)$ is calculated with the equation (15).

![Figure 23. Radiant fraction as a function of flame residence time [23].](image)

![Figure 24. Axial variation of normalized radiative heat flux [23].](image)
Option 2: The coordinates can be calculated for a chosen value of radiative heat flux. It means that the calculated coordinates form contour around the jet fire corresponding to a particular iso-value of radiative heat flux. The value of the radiative heat flux can be defined e.g. as acceptance criteria. The flame length, flame width, residence time, radiant fraction and the total emitted radiative power have to be calculated. Then, the value of the non-dimensional radiant power can be calculated using appropriate equation for each value of \( x \) in the desired range. Finally, \( r \) can be calculated for each axial position by implementing in the equation (15) the corresponding value of \( C^* \) and the chosen radiant heat flux:

\[
q_{rad}(x, r) = \frac{C^* S_{rad}}{4 \pi r^2},
\]

where \( q_{rad}(x, r) \) is the radiative heat flux at the location \( (x, r) \) (W/m²), \( C^* \) is the non-dimensional radiant power from Figure 24, and \( r \) is the radial position from the jet centreline (m).

It should be noted that the above analysis is based on a vertical flame. It is not clear yet what the effects will be when a flame is horizontal. Buoyancy may influence the flame and thus at this stage it is hard to estimate how the downstream hot currents will behave. Thus, the approach described above may be somewhat conservative in the case of a horizontal flame.

Effect of radiative heat flux on people, environment and structures is discussed in detail in the Lecture on Harm criteria.

**Hydrogen jet fires versus jet fires of common fuels**

As it follows from Figure 25, due to the incomplete combustion, CNG and LPG produce CO₂, CO, soot, and other products, which have higher effect on the radiation compared to hydrogen. This phenomenon explains why hydrogen combustion is characterised by lower thermal effects than other common fuels, even if the temperature exceeds the one of a CNG flame. Figure 25 shows comparison of thermal radiation produced by hydrogen (200 bar), CNG (200 bar) and LPG (10 bar) – thermal signature of hydrogen jet fire is slightly smaller than that of CNG, and both of them are significantly smaller than thermal radiation from LPG fire.

Figure 25. Infrared image of jet fires showing thermal radiation produced by combustion of: hydrogen (200 bar), CNG (200 bar) and LPG (10 bar).
As it is shown in Figure 26, for the same flow rate, due to the oxygen consumption, which is 4 times higher for CNG and 5 times higher for LPG than for hydrogen, the flame lengths of CNG and LPG jet fires are longer than the hydrogen flame length.

![Flame lengths comparison](image)

**Figure 26.** Comparison of the flame lengths for jet fires of: hydrogen (orifice diameter 3.1 mm), CNG (orifice diameter 3.1 mm), and LPG.

It is important to remember that hydrogen flame is not visible in a pure environment. However, for FCH systems and infrastructure applications there are always combustible materials present, which will colour the flame as it shown in Figure 26.

### Hydrogen fireballs

Hydrogen fireballs can be produced as a result of a hydrogen storage tank catastrophic failure. The case for safety published on “h2safe.net” resource ([http://h2safe.net/case_safety.html](http://h2safe.net/case_safety.html)) [41] analyses relative frequencies of failure modes and states that only about 10-27% of pressurised gas releases are classified as catastrophic. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the malfunction of the tank safety device, TPRD, can lead to a catastrophic rupture of the hydrogen storage tank. UU is currently working on the catastrophic rupture consequences and effects, focusing on heat radiation and blast waves. At the moment, sizes of fireball reported by Zalosh [42] can be used as a guidance. The experiments related to a catastrophic failure of hydrogen storage tank were carried out on a stand-alone vessel (type IV tank; volume 72.4 L; storage pressure 34.3 MPa; no TPRD) and the vessel installed underneath a sport utility vehicle (type III tank, volume 88 L; storage pressure 31.8 MPa, no TPRD). Type III stand-alone tank catastrophically failed after 6 min 27 s from the start of the fire. It was followed by a fireball of 7.7 m in diameter, 45 ms after tank rupture. This fireball was lifted in 1 s [42].

After approximately 4 minutes of exposure to the propane bonfire, flames and gases entered the passenger compartment. The catastrophic tank rupture occurred after 12 minutes 8 seconds of fire exposition, generating a fireball with maximum diameter of 24 m and lasting 4.5 seconds. Various parts of the test vehicle and storage tank were found at distances up to 107 m. It must be stressed that the above mentioned distances can be even longer for the hydrogen storage tanks pressurized to 70 MPa [42].
Pressure effects of hydrogen jet fires

There is an unsteady stage in the jet establishment immediately after leak initiation from the high pressure hydrogen equipment. Delayed ignition and consequent combustion of the unsteady highly turbulent hydrogen-air cloud formed at this stage can lead to significant overpressure in the near field able to harm people. This process is basically the deflagration and takes place before the quasi-steady jet fire is established [1].

The UK Health and Safety Laboratory (HSL) of the Health and Safety Executive performed a series of over 40 experiments with high pressure releases of hydrogen as a part of the project HYPER [38] and published later by Royle and Willoughby [34]. The effects on overpressure of the varying jet exit diameter, the ignition delay and position were determined.

Hydrogen was stored in two 50 litres cylinders at pressure 20.5 MPa. There was a stainless steel tubing of internal diameter 11.9 mm, and a series of ball valves with internal bore diameter of 9.5 mm between the storage and the nozzle exit. Restrictors of the same 2 mm length and different diameter of 1.5, 3.2, and 6.4 mm were used in the nozzle to vary the jet exit diameter. The release point is 1.2 m above the ground. The jet was ignited by a match head with small amount of pyrotechnic material 1.2 m above the ground. The ignition point location varied in the range 2-10 m from the release point. Piezo-resistive transducers were pointed out upwards except for wall mounted. Three transducers were located at perpendicular to the axis distance 1.5 m, 2.6 and 3.7 m, at height 0.5 m [34]; axial distance of all transducers was 2.8 m from the nozzle and height was 0.5 m.

Time 260 ms was needed to fully open the valve, 140 ms for hydrogen to reach 2 m. Thus, 400 ms is the shortest possible ignition delay of the unsteady jet. Jets from hydrogen storage at 20.5 MPa were predominantly momentum-controlled, i.e. the flow was relatively non-buoyant up to the lower flammability limit [34].

The effect of an orifice diameter on overpressure

Table 2 shows experimental measurements of the unsteady hydrogen jet deflagration overpressure for two ignition delays (minimum possible 400 ms and 800 ms) and nozzle diameters from minimum 1.5 mm to maximum 9.5 mm. The nozzle diameter has a crucial effect on the maximum overpressure generated by ignited jet.

There was no overpressure for release through the nozzle of 1.5 mm diameter. The overpressure for 400 ms ignition delay, when jet just reached the ignition point located 2 m downstream from the nozzle, is always below the overpressure for the ignition delay of 800 ms corresponding to a larger turbulent flammable hydrogen-air cloud formed. It is worth noting that there is a wall in the experiments behind the nozzle. The maximum registered overpressure of free hydrogen jet was 16.5 kPa.
Table 2. The effect of an orifice diameter and the ignition delay on the maximum overpressure generated by deflagrating jet [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orifice diameter, mm</th>
<th>Ignition delay, ms</th>
<th>Max overpressure, kPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Not recordable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Not recordable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.7-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.3-5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is an important conclusion from this series of experiments: the leak diameter has to be reduced as low as reasonably possible (ALARP) for a particular FCH technology. The inclusion of flow restrictors in hydrogen supply lines reduces the flame lengths observed, therefore reducing safety distances required. This is thought due to reduction of mass flow rate and pressure losses on the restrictor and thus lower pressure at the jet exit from the pipe.

It was concluded that the jet turbulence and the size had a greater effect on a deflagration pressure than the total amount of hydrogen leaked. The total amount of hydrogen released is not always important, especially at open atmosphere, as buoyancy continues to drive dilution of hydrogen by entrained air until it reaches the LFL of 4 vol. % and beyond. Thus, portions of hydrogen released in the beginning in many practical scenarios will not contribute to the combustion as they form a part of cloud which is below the LFL [34].

It can be assumed, based on the presented results, that the spontaneous ignition of a sudden hydrogen release by the diffusion mechanism could reduce overpressure of self-ignited release compared to the delayed ignition (the ignition delay is minimised in this case). It is worth noting that the spontaneous ignition was observed during sudden release in case of rupture disk burst and author is not familiar with any results of spontaneous ignition of jet by the diffusion mechanism when valves were used to initiate the high pressure hydrogen release [1].

The effect of the ignition delay on overpressure
The effect of the ignition delay was studied for the nozzle diameter 6.4 mm and the ignition location of 2 m from the nozzle (as demonstrated in Table 3). It can be concluded that ignition in a close to the flammability limits region of the jet cloud (ignition delay of 400 ms) results in a relatively slow burn and hence a small overpressure. The maximum overpressure of 19.4 kPa is observed for the ignition delay of 600 ms. Maximum overpressures were observed when the jet was ignited at a time which coincided with the area of maximum turbulence within the front portion of the jet, reaching the ignition point.
Table 3. The effect of ignition delay on the maximum overpressure generated by deflagrating jet [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ignition delay, ms</th>
<th>Max overpressure, kPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of ignition source location on overpressure

A single nozzle with diameter 6.4 mm was chosen with a fixed release pressure of 20.5 MPa and a fixed ignition delay 800 ms. The ignition position varied from 2 m to 10 m. The maximum overpressures were seen by transducer No.1 located 2.8 m from the nozzle and 1.5 from the jet centre line (Table 4). The deflagration overpressure reduces drastically with the increase of the ignition position from the jet source. There was no ignition of jet with the location of the ignition source 10 m from the nozzle.

Table 4. The effect of the ignition source position on the maximum overpressure generated by deflagrating jet [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ignition position, m</th>
<th>Max overpressure, kPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Not recordable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Not recordable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No ignition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detection of hydrogen fires

The fire detection system is typically configured to provide an audible/visual alarm and/or activate a fire suppression system. There are various approaches to detecting a fire, based on:

- Heat detection
- Frangible bulbs
- Fusible plugs
- Rate compensated heat detectors
- Linear heat detection (cables routed through fire risk areas)
- Ionisation smoke detection
- Optical smoke (obscuration/line-of-sight) detection
- Gaseous products of combustion detection, e.g. CO, volatile organic compounds
- Optical flame detection (IR and UV and combined IR-UV)
- High-speed and high sensitivity smoke detection
- CCTV based systems [21].

As stated earlier hydrogen burns with a pale-blue flame (in clean environments) and emits neither visible light in day time (sun radiation can overpower the hydrogen flame light) nor smoke unless e.g. sodium is added or dust particles are entrained and burned along with the combustible mixture. Compared to hydrocarbon combustion, hydrogen flames radiate significantly less heat and so human physical perception of this heat does not occur until direct contact is made with the flame. Therefore, hydrogen fire may remain undetected and propagate in spite of any human direct monitoring in the areas where hydrogen can leak, spill or accumulate, forming potentially combustible mixtures. Hydrogen fire detectors can help to take immediate actions in these situations. Hydrogen fire detectors can be either fixed for continuous monitoring of remote operations or portable for field operations.

Some most common types of hydrogen detectors are summarised in Table 5 and described in detail in the following sections.

Table 5. Types of fire detectors suitable for hydrogen flames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV/IR</td>
<td>Moderate speed</td>
<td>False alarms possible in case of combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate sensitivity</td>
<td>of IR and UV sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low false alarm rate</td>
<td>Blinded by thick smoke and vapours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not blinded by CO₂ fire protections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discharges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic self-test</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple IR</td>
<td>Very high sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very high speed</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR/vis imaging</td>
<td>Images the flame</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Used by NASA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For an efficient and a reliable use, a hydrogen fire detector should fulfil the following criteria:
- pick up every true alarm;
- avoid false alarms;
- be specific and pick up hydrogen fire signals among various ones that become even more numerous when detector sensitivity is increased;
- a limited response time especially if it triggers a safety action.

Hydrogen fires tend to emit radiation over a broad range of wavelengths and are not characterised by extreme peaks for particular frequencies. Hydrogen fire detectors can also rely on UV and IR light detection. Besides the radiation itself, hydrogen flames can be indirectly visible by their strong heat
effect and turbulence, so called “heat ripples” of the surrounding atmosphere. Optical flame detectors detect specific spectral radiation emitted during the combustion process by the various chemical species (ions, radicals, molecules) that are either intermediates or final products of combustion. Chemical species emit radiation at wavelengths characteristic to the particular species.

The hydroxyl radical (OH) and water (H₂O) are the main emitting chemical species in the hydrogen combustion process. These species emit radiation at specific spectral bands, according to their electronic structure and the typical energy (translation, vibration, rotation) of the process.

- OH (being an active intermediate radical with an available free electron) emits strongly in the UV spectral band at the 0.306 and 0.282 μm peak and additional weaker emission peaks at 0.180 - 0.240 μm. It also emits infrared energy in the near IR band (vibration and rotation of the molecule) with several peaks within the 1-3 μm spectral band.
- H₂O emits mainly in the near IR band (vibration and rotation) with strong peaks at 2.7; 1.9 and 1.4 μm, ranging from the highest to the lowest intensity.

These detection techniques assume that no interfering shield is placed between the flame and the UV / IR detector. Though optical techniques are available to pick up these various wavelengths, the main challenge consists in discriminating hydrogen flame emitted signals with other potential sources that emit similar signals in frequency and intensity.

**UV detectors**

UV systems are favoured to IR because they are extremely sensitive. In addition, the probability of encountering an interfering signal is lower as long as UV detectors are shaded from sun light. Their drawbacks are the cost and their reduced efficiency with liquid hydrogen flames as fog blocks UV rays. The same remark applies whenever fog is present. False alarms can be released by random UV sources such as lightening or arc welding. The ability of the detector to discriminate sunlight induced UV radiation from hydrogen flames to avoid false alarms is the main challenge. Various techniques can be applied:

- The use of a filter to cut any wavelength above 0.29 μm to keep those wavelengths attributable only to a hydrogen fire accident. Indeed, even on a sunny day, the atmosphere filters sunray wavelengths below the proposed threshold of 0.29 μm. As a drawback, this solution also cuts down nearly 2/3 of the UV band and therefore decreases the detector accuracy.
- The use of two concomitant cells that watch the same zone. One of the cells mostly analyses the visible spectrum where the sunlight signal is predominant in comparison with hydrogen flame emitted signal whereas the other one focuses on the UV band. The UV signal from the UV cell is only taken into account if it diverges from the signal from the concomitant cell.
- The flickering behaviour of a flame can also be taken into account. In that case, the modulated part of the UV signal would be looked at. This technique may not be compatible with a fast response need.
- Finally, if parasitic signals are known to be minor, a positive signal may be assumed whenever a given threshold is reached.

**IR detectors**

It has been mentioned how fog may hinder UV transmission to the sensor cell. IR detectors are not sensitive to these issues. Besides, hydrogen flames emit significant IR to use them for hydrogen flame
detection. The main challenge remains the same as before that is to say to discriminate IR related to hydrogen fire from those of the sun, any light sources or any hot materials. IR sources powered with alternative electric currents can be filtered due to their own 100 Hz modulated signal. However, neither hot bodies nor sunlight display a modulated signal that can be picked up and filtered.

The solution consists in focusing on the 1.7 μm wavelength that corresponds to a peak emission of steam.

**Thermal detectors**

Thermal detectors, e.g. temperature sensors, detect the heat of the flame. Thermal detectors work as rate-of-temperature-rise or overheat devices to pick up radiative, convective or conductive heat. These reliable detectors of various types are suitable hydrogen fire detection means as long as they are located very near where the fire breaks out. Such detectors need to be located very close to or at the site of a fire and are not specific to hydrogen flames.

**Imaging systems**

Imaging systems mainly are available in the thermal IR region and do not provide continuous monitoring with alarm capability. A trained operator is required to interpret whether the image being viewed is a flame. UV imaging systems require special optics and are very expensive. Other common fire detectors type like those with ionising cells are not appropriate to detect hydrogen fires.

**Fires of FC vehicles**

Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCVs) are one of the main fast developing applications of FCH technologies. Similar to a battery-electric car, a fuel cell car does not have the internal combustion engine. Fuel cells convert the energy stored in chemical form directly into electrical energy that powers the cars. Worldwide, several hundred FCV prototypes have been developed, and small fleets of fuel cell cars are being used by companies and government agencies. These include the Mercedes-Benz ‘F-Cell’ cars based on the A-Class car (in Berlin) and the Honda FCX Clarity (in California). One of the first FCVs sold commercially is Toyota Mirai.

According to fire statistics in Great Britain [43], in the UK, 28,800 road vehicle fires were registered in 2011-2012. For comparison, in USA 172,500 automobile fires occurred in the same period. Different types of vehicles were affected: motor cars, heavy goods vehicles, light goods vehicles, public transport vehicles etc. The majority (65 %) of fires occurred in cars, 10 % were in vans, 4 % were in lorries and 2 % in buses or mini-buses [43]. Fire causes can be accidental, deliberate or unknown. The majority of deliberate fires (43 %) involved road vehicles: 13,900 fires. The number of fatalities in road vehicle fires in 2011-12 was 37 [43].

During period from 2000 to 2006, 20 catastrophic CNG tank failures were documented, 11 of them have been attributed to vehicle fires [44]. Of these 11 incidents, the evidence suggests that the majority of the PRDs failed to activate (in case of a localized fire). “Testing has shown that all fuel tanks (both CNG and hydrogen) regardless of working pressure are highly susceptible to rapid degradation due to localized fires” [44]. This means that catastrophic failure cannot be ruled out of the risk assessment [41]. Therefore, due to more severe consequences, the risk is higher for FCVs compared to conventional cars.
Hazards and associated risks for FCVs should be understood and interpreted in a professional way, with the full comprehension of consequences by all stakeholders, starting from FC system designers through regulators to users. The first comparison of the “severity” of a hydrogen and gasoline (petrol) fuel leaks and ignitions was performed by Swain [45]. Figure 27 shows the snapshots of hydrogen jet fire and gasoline fire at 3 s (left) and 60 s (right) after a car fire initiation.

Figure 27. Hydrogen jet fire and gasoline fire: 3 s (left) and 60 s (right) after a car fire initiation [45].

The scenario with a hydrogen-powered car presented in Figure 27 is rare. (Please note in FCV vehicles the release of hydrogen will not be oriented vertically upward.) It can be realised at a false self-initiation of a pressure relief device (PRD). Indeed, a release of hydrogen through the PRD from the on-board storage would be in majority of cases initiated by an external fire. A scenario with the external fire drastically changes hazards and associated risks compared to the situation shown in Figure 27.

Figures 28 and 29 demonstrate the results of a study on hydrogen-powered cars fire performed in Japan [46]. The FCV was equipped with a thermal pressure relief device (TPRD) with a vent pipe internal diameter of 4.2 mm. In a test shown in Figure 28 the compressed hydrogen tank was installed exactly at the position of the removed gasoline tank. By this reason, there was no chance to install a larger storage vessel and a small tank of 36 L at pressure 70 MPa was used. The fire spread from a gasoline vehicle to FCV was investigated to address scenarios when different types of vehicles are catching fire in car collision or natural disaster like earthquake. The experiment revealed that when the TPRD of FCV’s storage tank is activated by gasoline fire a fireball of more than 10 m diameter is formed (Figure 28, right).

Figure 28. A FCV gasoline pool fire test: left – gasoline fire just before initiation of TPRD, right – 1 second after TPRD initiation [46].
In another test of Tamura et al. [46] two vehicles were parked approximately 0.85 m apart and the spread of fire from FCV to the gasoline vehicle was investigated. Figure 29 shows two vehicles after the TPRD initiation in the FCV. It can be concluded that self-evacuation from the car or safeguarding by First Responders with such design of hydrogen release system is impossible and car manufacturers yet have to address this customer safety issue.

![Image of two vehicles](image)

Figure 29. The HFCV with initiated TPRD (on the left) and the gasoline car (on the right) [46].

In the test conditions the cause of fire spread from the FCV to the adjacent gasoline vehicle is the flame spreading from the interior and exterior fittings of the FCV but not the hydrogen flame from the TPRD (it is worth noting that the small storage tank of only 36 litres with a shorter hydrogen release time was used in the study by Tamura et al. [46] instead of a larger tank that is needed to provide competitive driving range). The authors concluded that in car carrier ships and other similar situations with closely parked FCVs, the test results point to the possibilities of a fire in an FCV to activate its TPRD and thereby to generate hydrogen flames which in turn may cause the under floor TPRD activation in adjoining FCV.

To minimize the damage by FCV fire authors of [46] suggested that it is important to early detect and extinguish fire before the TPRD activation. It is known that hydrogen fire is difficult if not possible to extinguish in many practical situations. Hopefully, car manufacturers will develop appropriate safety engineering solutions, including reduction of flame length from hydrogen-powered vehicle in a mishap, thus excluding the possible “domino” effect in accident development and assisting first responders to control such fires and successfully perform rescue operations. The experiments carried out by Tamura et al. have clearly demonstrated that FCV’s fire consequences can be very “challenging” both from life, safety and property loss points of view [46].

As it was mentioned earlier, compressed gaseous hydrogen is currently the mainstream technology for on-board hydrogen storage. The pressure for on-board storage varies from 35 to 70 MPa. Type III tanks (with aluminium liner) and type IV tanks (with polymeric liner) are normally used. Unfortunately, the fire resistance of these tanks is low. For example, Stephenson [47] have reported the time to catastrophic failure in the range from 3.5 to 6.5 minutes. Current “solution” to prevent the catastrophic of failure of these tanks in fire conditions is to release hydrogen quickly, through a TPRD with an orifice of a comparatively large diameter (up to about 5 mm) before the failure. However, this “solution” is unacceptable, even in the open atmosphere, due to the long flames, preventing safe evacuation and rescue operations (Figure 30). Additionally, it creates a serious problem for life safety
and property protection when FCV is located in a confined space like garages, tunnels or car parks [21].

Figure 30. Hydrogen jet flame from a PRD of an FCV oriented upwards (left – back view; right – side view) [48].

The fire, shown in Figure 30, was initiated on the ashtray of the instrumentation panel [48]. The PRD was directed upwards and activated 14 min 36 s after the fire initiation (upward scenario). Tested FCV was equipped with two 34 L capacity cylinders at 35 MPa each and PRD diameter of 5 mm (to allow blow-down on hydrogen in 5 min before the catastrophic rupture).

The scenario with a downward hydrogen release from a PRD is represented in Figure 31. The PRD was activated, in this case, at 16 min 16 s after fire initiation [48].

Figure 31. Hydrogen jet flame from a PRD of an FCV oriented downwards (left – car back view; right – car side view) [48].

Figures 30 and 31 demonstrate that current design of TPRD in case of hydrogen release and jet fire does not allow self-evacuation of car driver and passengers, prohibits intervention of first responders and create hazards for public The release of hydrogen from a TPRD can be considered as a typical accident scenario. When the temperature reaches more than 110 °C, the TPRD activates and hydrogen is released. TPRDs are commonly located on storage tanks, underneath of FCVs. The release is orientated vertically downwards and the hydrogen flame will impinge on the ground. An ignited release from a TPRD is most likely to occur in an event of a car fire, independent of whether the car is parked or driven on a road. The hazards associated with this scenario depend on the ignition time. In the case of immediate ignition, the impinging hydrogen jet flame (under the car) will spread outwards and create a high temperature fire environment, which is hazardous to people and property. Without immediate ignition, the released hydrogen will form a flammable cloud that has a potential to result in a delayed ignition.
In the most recent study at Ulster the deterministic separation distances for ignited releases in the open atmosphere are evaluated [49]. For ignited releases, three temperature limits were adopted as harm criteria for different vulnerable targets. For the general public, a temperature of 70 °C was taken as an acceptance criterion for no harm. For the First Responders without thermal protective clothing, a temperature of 115 °C was assumed to be the pain limit. For First Responders with thermal protective clothing, it was conservatively assumed that they should not work in an environment where the temperature is higher than 260 °C, as the bunker gear is designed not to ignite, melt, drip, or separate when exposed to such temperatures for five minutes [50].

In real-world conditions, a hydrogen release from a high pressure tank is not a steady-state one but a blow-down process, with pressure decaying in the reservoir until the tank is empty. The notional nozzle model mentioned above can be applied to simulate pressure dynamics in the hydrogen storage tank during an under-expanded jet release. Figure 32 shows pressure and mass dynamics during blowdown from two hydrogen storage tanks: 171 l volume, 35 MPa storage pressure (Figure 32 left), and 101 l, 70 MPa storage pressure (Figure 32 right). Both tanks contain initially the same amount of hydrogen - 4.05 kg, and have the same TPRD orifice diameter 4.2 mm. As it follows from Figure 32 the total blow-down time even for 35 MPa storage pressure is less than 110 s, and the transition from an under-expanded jet to an expanded one occurs at 85 s. For the release from 70 MPa storage tank the total blow-down time is less than 75 s, with the transition from an under-expanded jet to an expanded jet occurring at about 58 s [49].

![Figure 32. Pressure and mass dynamics in a hydrogen storage tank during blow-down through 4.2 mm TPRD orifice: 171 l tank, initial pressure 35 MPa (left), and 101 l tank, initial pressure 70 MPa (right) [49].](image)

Figure 33 shows a snapshot of the largest flame envelope resulting from hydrogen release via a 4.2 mm orifice TPRD installed under a car and directed downwards. The flame envelope was obtained in CFD simulations and visualised using temperature iso-surface T=1,300 °C. The longest flame tip location is about 5.2 m and 8.4 m for releases from storage with pressures 35 MPa and 70 MPa respectively. The flame length for the 70 MPa release increases more than 60% compared with that of the 35 MPa release. For both cases the largest flame envelopes near the ground occur at about 1.3 s after the opening of the TPRD. Afterwards, the flame will shrink and the separation distances will decrease. Figure 33 also shows the longest flame propagation for unobstructed free jet fires calculated using analytical correlation (6) (also shown in Figure 12). Realistic release from under-car TPRD results in a significant reduction of the flame envelope - more than 50% and nearly 40% for releases from storage with pressure 35 MPa and 70 MPa respectively [49].
Figure 33. Side view of the largest hydrogen flame envelope (iso-surface of temperature $T=1,300 \, ^\circ\mathrm{C}$) [49].

Figure 34 shows temperature iso-surface $T=260 \, ^\circ\mathrm{C}$ corresponding to the safety threshold for operation of First Responders in thermal protective clothes. The longest hazard distance is about 5.8 m and 9.2 m for releases from storage with pressures 35 MPa and 70 MPa respectively. The hazard distance for the 70 MPa release increases more than 58% compared to that of 35 MPa release. For both cases the largest 260 °C temperature envelopes near the ground occur at about 1.5 s after the opening of the TPRD. Afterwards the envelopes will shrink and the separation distances will decrease [49].

Temperature $T=115 \, ^\circ\mathrm{C}$ iso-surface corresponding to threshold for operation of First Responders without protective clothing is shown in Figure 35. The longest hazard distance in this case is about 6 m and 9.4 m for releases from 35 MPa and 70 MPa storage pressure tanks, respectively. The hazard distance for the 70 MPa release increases nearly 57% compared to that of the 35 MPa release. For both cases the largest envelopes corresponding to the temperature $T=115 \, ^\circ\mathrm{C}$ and near the ground occur at about 1.5 s after the opening of the TPRD. Afterwards, the envelopes will shrink and the separation distances will decrease [49].
Figure 35. Side view of the largest envelop for safe operation of First Responders without protecting clothing (iso-surface of temperature $T=115$ °C) cut-off at 2 m height [49].

It can be seen from Figure 36 that for the general public, the longest separation distance is about 6 m and 9.5 m, for the 35 MPa and 70 MPa releases, respectively. The separation distance for the 70 MPa release increases more than 58% compared with that of the 35 MPa release. For both cases the largest 70 °C temperature envelopes near the ground occur at about 1.5 seconds after the opening of the TPRD. Afterwards, the envelopes will shrink and the hazard distances will decrease [49].

Figure 36. Side view of the largest envelop for public safety (iso-surface of temperature $T=70$ °C), cut-off at 2 m height [49].

**Mitigation and extinction of hydrogen fires**

The most common techniques of hydrogen fire mitigation are discussed below.

**Control of the jet flow direction**

The direction of hydrogen jet shall be oriented in such way that it does not reach people or equipment. For instance, flanges (i.e. components where hydrogen leaks are likely to occur) should be positioned and directed in such way that a possible leak would not cause any domino effect.

**Shielding or barriers**

The main idea here is to reduce the rate of heat transfer to the potential targets in the vicinity of a hydrogen jet fire. The effect of barriers and walls was discussed earlier in this lecture. Flame shields are specifically designed to reduce the incident radiant heat flux by preventing direct flame
impingement on equipment, structures and environment. The selection of materials, thickness, pressure and thermal effects for flame shields are very important.

**Reduction of flame length**

The approaches to reduce the flame length are:

- Minimise pipe diameters. It is clear from the analysis on jet fires that the flame length and jet extent are dependent on leak diameter. If pipe diameters cannot practically be made smaller, then consider inclusion of restrictors (see below).
- Minimise the pressure i.e. if a system operates well at 0.2 bar, then supply hydrogen at the minimum value.
- Minimise the inventory of hydrogen in the system.
- Barrier walls can be used as a mitigation measure.
- Avoid positioning storage/PRDs/potential leak locations in the vicinity of the floor or a wall, as it may lead to a jet attachment and increase of a flammable jet or a jet fire.

**Use of flow restrictors**

To reduce the flame length and therefore the hazard distance in case of unscheduled ignited hydrogen leak (fire) the use of flow restrictors in hydrogen supply lines is required. The feed line pressure, diameter of a pipe and restrictor orifice should, by design, limit the mass flow rate of hydrogen to a technological level that is required for the hydrogen system to function. Minimising pipe diameter would reduce flame length for potential pipeline full bore rupture at any location from the high pressure storage.

A flow restrictor is commonly located immediately downstream of high pressure storage to the pipeline [51]. Table 6 shows the effect of restrictor on the flame length from the pipe in assumption that restrictor is at some distance from the ruptured pipe (full bore rupture) exit. The flame would be even shorter if the pipe ruptured immediately after the restrictor (in this case reduction of flame length is proportional to reduction of diameter, i.e. ratio of pipe and restrictor diameter).
Table 6. The effect of a flow restrictor on flame length [51].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Restrictor diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Mass flow rate (kg/s)</th>
<th>LF (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.2282589</td>
<td>7.2398781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0091304</td>
<td>2.3654419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>7.0009354</td>
<td>41.511453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0112015</td>
<td>4.4462877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.3780651</td>
<td>8.6254101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0151234</td>
<td>2.822684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0604836</td>
<td>4.5667726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>1.2018387</td>
<td>15.160747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0187787</td>
<td>3.5821848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>1.877873</td>
<td>19.132678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0187787</td>
<td>3.8705775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0751149</td>
<td>6.2616759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>4.2252142</td>
<td>29.160089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0187787</td>
<td>4.4553255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>2.6529877</td>
<td>21.682729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0269289</td>
<td>4.3603665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1077185</td>
<td>7.0961002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>16.31172</td>
<td>56.2092525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0269289</td>
<td>6.022339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general rule applied for the selection of the flow restrictor is as follows:

$$\frac{L_{f}^{\text{no restrictor}}}{L_{f}^{\text{restrictor}}} = \left(\frac{p_{f}^{\text{no restrictor}}}{p_{f}^{\text{restrictor}}}\right)^{0.6}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

**Pressure Relief Devices**

A new generation of PRDs or safety valves can also be a very effective measure in reducing the flame length. Work is ongoing at Ulster to improve the existing design of PRDs as a mitigation device. Innovative PRDs will significantly decrease the flame length of hydrogen jet fires from current 10 m and more to about 1-2 m.

Recently, Yamazaki and Tamura [52] developed a simple method of verifying TPRD activation at post-fire accident sites. The verification technique is based on the measurement of hydrogen concentration at the TPRD gas release port, using a hydrogen densitometer. It was found that with the aid of a contact burning hydrogen densitometer, hydrogen concentrations exceeding 3,000 ppm could be measured continuously for about a month for Type III tanks and for about 24 hours for Type IV cylinders, even under the hostile test conditions of a vehicle burn-down fire accident [52].

**Flashback and flame arrestors**

A flash back arrestor is a safety device that shuts off gas flow in event of flash back. Flashback is the combustion of a flame mixture that can occur within a gas management system. This can travel back through the line of gas management system to gas source if a flash back arrestor is not in line. A flash back arrestor shuts off gas flow and extinguishes the flame before it can reach the gas source.
Flame arrestors are safety devices that allow flow of combustible gases while preventing ignition. The flame arrestor prevents the flame from transferring to a different area of a device by cooling or quenching a flame front or dampening a combustion wave. It is designed to absorb and dissipate the heat of a flame for specific operating and flow conditions.

A flame arrester, or flame trap, is a device used to prevent the passage of a flame along a pipe or duct. A flame arrester is generally an assembly of narrow passages, through which gas or vapour can flow, but which are too small to allow the passage of flame. Flame arresters are generally distinguished as end-of-line or in-line arresters [8].

There are three types of arresters [8]:
- Type 1 – arresters with multiple small channels (planar sheet metal, crimped ribbon, wire gauze, perforated plate, perforated block, sintered metal, parallel plate, wire pack, packed bed);
- Type 2 – hydraulic devices;
- Type 3 – velocity flame stoppers.

The operation of type 1 arresters is generally treated in terms of the mechanism of quenching and heat loss. Desirable properties of a flame arrester are high free cross-sectional area available for flow, low resistance to flow and freedom from blockage; a high capacity to absorb the heat of the flame, and the ability to withstand mechanical shock, including explosion. The design of flame arrester depends on the combustion properties of the flammable mixture and on the function and location of the arrester [8].

The size of the aperture through the arrester is determined by the quenching distance of the flammable mixture. The diameter of the aperture of an arrester should be smaller than the quenching diameter by at least 50%. The performance of an arrester is affected by the temperature. The quenching distance increases as the temperature increases. It is approx. inversely proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature. Hydraulic or liquid seal, arresters contain a liquid, usually water, which serves to break up the gas stream into bubbles and so prevents passage of the flame [8].

Velocity flame stoppers are arresters used in end-of-line applications. Their function is to prevent a flame passing from downstream to the upstream side. The principle of their operation is to assure that the velocity of the upstream gas passing through the arrester is sufficiently high to prevent a flame propagating through the arrester from the downstream side [8].

**Use of thermal insulation**

The basic purpose of thermal insulation is to reduce the rate of heat transfer to the potential targets, e.g. hydrogen tanks, in the vicinity of a hydrogen jet fire. Thermal insulation is achieved by surrounding equipment with the materials that preferably have the following main characteristics:

- Relatively low thermal conductivity
- Non-combustibility and the added attribute of not generating smoke or toxic gases when subjected to elevated temperatures
- Product reliability giving positive assurance of consistent uniform protection characteristics
- Availability in a form that permits efficient and uniform application
- Sufficient bond strength and durability
- Resistance to weathering or erosion resulting from atmospheric conditions.
Fire protection coatings (intumescent materials) providing thermal insulation can be a part of the fire protection strategy of compressed gaseous hydrogen vessels [21].

**Extinction of hydrogen fires**

The recommendations from the US National Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Emergency Response Training, 2014 are given below.

First Responders should:

- listen for venting gas, and watch for thermal waves that would signal hydrogen flames;
- if only one FC vehicle is involved, approach from a 45° angle per standard procedures, and from a downhill and upwind position;
- if a hydrogen fire is present:
  - allow the hydrogen supply to burn out if safe to do so and protect adjacent exposures; then approach and extinguish;
  - if a hydrocarbon fire is also present, attack the fire with a straight water stream from a distance, but avoid directing the water stream into the hydrogen tank’s pressure-relief-device vent line. Control fire spread and cool exposures;
  - if possible, direct venting hydrogen that is not burning away from ignition sources and dissipate if necessary with fog nozzle streams;
  - spray foam on petrol or diesel leaks near FC vehicle [53].

**Summary**

Present lecture is focused in ignited hydrogen releases (microflames, jet fires, fireballs) and has the high importance for First Responders. A useful terminology has been introduced at the start. Then a classification of different types of hydrogen fires was provided. The hydrogen jet fires (most typical for compressed gaseous storage) are discussed in detail. A significant part on the lecture is devoted to the evaluation of flame length and separation distances. Harm criteria for hydrogen technologies have been described. The effect of different factors on hydrogen flame length was discussed. The radiative heat fluxes and the flame lengths for jet fires of hydrogen, CNG and LPG was presented in this lecture. An overview of detection, mitigation techniques of hydrogen fires has been given. This information will be very useful not only for virtual reality and operational exercises but in decision making at a scene of an accident involving fires.
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